
ARTICLES OF AMENDMENT 

OF 

ST PAULS SOCCER ASSOCIATION INC. 

 Pursuant to Section 55A-10-15 of the General Statutes of North Carolina, the undersigned corporation hereby 

submits the following Articles of Amendment for the purpose of amending its Articles of Incorporation as originally filed 

on January 22
nd

, 2014. 

 1. The name of the corporation is:  ST PAULS SOCCER ASSOCIATION INC. 

 2. The text of the amendments adopted is as follows: 

  Section 9.01 – Affiliation:  The Corporation shall be affiliated with SAYSoccer, the United States Soccer 

  Federation (USSF), and such other associations or organizations as the Corporation may deem 

  beneficial to its Members of the game of soccer.  The Corporation, in conducting its business and  

  administering the soccer league(s) and teams governed by the Corporation, shall at all times comply 

  with the authority, laws, and rulings of SAYSoccer and USSF, and the authority, laws, and rulings of 

  SAYSoccer and USSF shall prevail in the event of a conflict between the same and the Corporation’s 

  Bylaws, Rules and/or Guidelines.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, if SAYSoccer and USSF permit the 

  Corporation or affiliating leagues to make rules, bylaws, rulings, or take any other actions which may 

  be different and/or more or less stringent than the authority, laws and rulings of SAYSoccer and USSF, 

  the Corporation is empowered to take such actions and the same shall not be deemed to be in conflict 

  with the authority, laws, and rulings of SAYSoccer and USSF. 

 3. The date of adoption of the above stated amendments is  

 4. The amendment was approved by a sufficient vote of the membership as required by Chapter 55A of the 

  General Statutes of North Carolina. 

 5. These articles will be effective upon filing. 

This the ________  day of _________, 20__________ 

       By: ___________________________________________ 

       Brent A. Martin, President 

 

       Attest: _______________________________________ 

       Brian Nolley, Vice President and Incorporator 


